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Combinatorics

§ A branch of mathematics concerning 
the study of finite or countable discrete 
structures

§ Notorious for their reliance on cleverness and 
insight

§ Once you look at the problem in the right 
way, the answer suddenly becomes obvious
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Counting Techniques
§ Product rule

• If there are |A| possibilities from set A and |B|
possibilities from set B, then there are |A| x |B| ways
to combine one from A and one from B

§ Sum rule
• If there are |A| possibilities from set A and |B|

possibilities from set B, then there are |A| + |B| ways
for either A or B to occur – assuming the elements of
A and B are distinct

§ Inclusion-Exclusion formula
• |A ∪ B| = |A| + |B| - |A ∩ B|
• |A ∪ B ∪ C | = 

|A| + |B| + |C|-|A ∩ B| - |B ∩ C| - |B ∩ C| +  |A ∩ B ∩ C |
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Counting Techniques

§ Bijection
• One-to-one mapping between the elements of one s

et and the elements of another
• Counting the size of one of the sets automatically 

gives you the size of the other
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Permutation

§ An arrangement of n items
§ What if items are reusable?
§ Every item appears exactly once
§ n! = ∏n

i=1 i

§ What if items are reusable?
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Subsets

§ A selection of elements from n possible items
§ 2n distinct subsets of n things
§ Never forget the empty subset
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Strings

§ A sequence of items which are drawn with 
repetition

§ Number of binary strings of length n is
identical to the number of subsets of n items
(why?)
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Recurrence Relations

§ An equation which is defined in terms of 
itself

§ Recursively defined structures
§ Example: Fibonacci numbers

• Fn = Fn-1 + Fn-2
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Why Recurrence Relations?

§ Many natural functions are easily expressed
§ Polynomials

• an = an-1 + 1, a1 = 1 -> an = n

§ Exponentials
• an = 2an-1, a1 = 2 -> an = 2n

§ Factorials
• an = nan-1, a1 = 1 -> an = n!

§ It is often easy to find a recurrence as 
the answer to a counting problem

§ Closed form solutions of recurrences would
look beautiful, but not always necessary
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Binomial Coefficients

§ Number of ways to choose k things out of 
n possibilities

§ =

§ coefficient of (a+b)n 

• What is the coeff of akbn-k ?
• How many ways to choose k a-terms out of n
• (a + b)3 = 1a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + 1b3

• (a + b)3 = aaa + 3aab + 3abb + bbb

6.2. Recurrence Relations 131

on 123 are 111, 112, 113, 121, 122, 123, 131, 132, 133, 211, 212, 213, 221, 222,
223, 231, 232, 233, 311, 312, 313, 321, 322, 323, 331, 332, and 333. The number of
binary strings of length n is identical to the number of subsets of n items (why?),
and the number of possibilities increases even more rapidly with larger m.

6.2 Recurrence Relations

Recurrence relations make it easy to count a variety of recursively defined structures.
Recursively defined structures include trees, lists, well-formed formulae, and divide-and-
conquer algorithms – so they lurk wherever computer scientists do.

What is a recurrence relation? It is an equation which is defined in terms of itself.
Why are they good things? Because many natural functions are easily expressed as
recurrences! Any polynomial can be represented by a recurrence, including the linear
function:

an = an−1 + 1, a1 = 1 −→ an = n

Any exponential can be represented by a recurrence:

an = 2an−1, a1 = 2 −→ an = 2n

Finally, certain weird but interesting functions which are not easily represented using
conventional notation can be described by recurrences:

an = nan−1, a1 = 1 −→ an = n!

Thus recurrence relations are a very versatile way to represent functions. It is often
easy to find a recurrence as the answer to a counting problem. Solving the recurrence
to get a nice closed form can be somewhat of an art, but as we shall see, computer
programs can easily evaluate the value of a given recurrence even without the existence
of a nice closed form.

6.3 Binomial Coefficients

The most important class of counting numbers are the binomial coefficients, where
!

n
k

"

counts the number of ways to choose k things out of n possibilities. What do they
count?

• Committees — How many ways are there to form a k-member committee from
n people? By definition,

!
n
k

"
is the answer.

• Paths Across a Grid — How many ways are there to travel from the upper-left
corner of an n × m grid to the lower-right corner by walking only down and to
the right? Every path must consist of n + m steps, n downward and m to the
right. Every path with a different set of downward moves is distinct, so there are!

n + m
n

"
such sets/paths.
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Binomial Coefficients

§ Pascal’s Triangle

• (n+1)st row of the table gives the value of
for 0 <= k <= n

• Can be used to calculate binomial efficients
– To prevent overflow errors from factorials

132 6. Combinatorics

• Coefficients of (a + b)n — Observe that

(a + b)3 = 1a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + 1b3

What is the coefficient of the term akbn−k? Clearly
!

n
k

"
, because it counts the

number of ways we can choose the k a-terms out of n possibilities.

• Pascal’s Triangle — No doubt you played with this arrangement of numbers in
high school. Each number is the sum of the two numbers directly above it:

1
1 1

1 2 1
1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1
1 5 10 10 5 1

Why did you or Pascal care? Because this table constructs the binomial coeffi-
cients! The (n+1)st row of the table gives the values

!
n
i

"
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The neat

thing about the triangle is how it reveals certain interesting identities, such that
the sum of the entries on the (n + 1)st row equals 2n.

How do you compute the binomial coefficients? First,
!

n
k

"
= n!/((n − k)!k!), so in

principle you can compute them straight from factorials. However, this method has a
serious drawback. Intermediate calculations can easily cause arithmetic overflow even
when the final coefficient fits comfortably within an integer.

A more stable way to compute binomial coefficients is using the recurrence relation
implicit in the construction of Pascal’s triangle, namely, that

!
n
k

"
=
!

n − 1
k − 1

"
+
!

n − 1
k

"

Why does this work? Consider whether the nth element appears in one of the
!

n
k

"

subsets of k elements. If so, we can complete the subset by picking k − 1 other items
from the other n − 1. If not, we must pick all k items from the remaining n − 1. There
is no overlap between these cases, and all possibilities are included, so the sum counts
all k-subsets.

No recurrence is complete without basis cases. What binomial coefficient values do
we know without computing them? The left term of the sum eventually drives us down
to
!

n − k
0

"
. How many ways are there to choose 0 things from a set? Exactly one, the

empty set. If this is not convincing, then it is equally good to accept that
!

m
1

"
= m. The

right term of the sum drives us up to
!

k
k

"
. How many ways are there to choose k things

from a k-element set? Exactly one, the complete set. Together with the recurrence these
basis cases define the binomial coefficients on all interesting values.
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§ Using Pascal Tree for Binomial coefficients
• Dynamic programming

Implementation

The following implementation of this recurrence is a good
example of programming techniques used in dynamic pro-
gramming, namely storing a table of results so we can
evaluate terms of the recurrence by looking up the appropriate
values.
#define MAXN 100 /* largest n or m */

long binomial_coefficient(n,m)
int n,m; /* computer n choose m */
{

int i,j; /* counters */
long bc[MAXN][MAXN]; /* table of binomial coefficients */

for (i=0; i<=n; i++) bc[i][0] = 1;

for (j=0; j<=n; j++) bc[j][j] = 1;

for (i=1; i<=n; i++)
for (j=1; j<i; j++)

bc[i][j] = bc[i-1][j-1] + bc[i-1][j];

return( bc[n][m] );
}
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Fibonacci Numbers

§ Defined by the recurrence
• Fn = Fn-1 + Fn-2

• F0 = 0, F1 = 1

§ Closed form

6.4. Other Counting Sequences 133

The best way to evaluate such a recurrence is to build a table of all possible values,
at least up to the size that you are interested in. Study the function below to see how
we did it.

#define MAXN 100 /* largest n or m */

long binomial_coefficient(n,m)
int n,m; /* computer n choose m */
{

int i,j; /* counters */
long bc[MAXN][MAXN]; /* table of binomial coefficients */

for (i=0; i<=n; i++) bc[i][0] = 1;

for (j=0; j<=n; j++) bc[j][j] = 1;

for (i=1; i<=n; i++)
for (j=1; j<i; j++)

bc[i][j] = bc[i-1][j-1] + bc[i-1][j];

return( bc[n][m] );
}

Such programs to evaluate recurrences are the foundation for dynamic programming,
an algorithmic technique we will study in Chapter 11.

6.4 Other Counting Sequences

There are several other counting sequences which repeatedly emerge in applications,
and which are easily computed using recurrence relations. The wise combinatorialist
keeps them in mind whenever they count:

• Fibonacci numbers — Defined by the recurrence Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2 and the
initial values F0 = 0 and F1 = 1, they emerge repeatedly because this is perhaps
the simplest interesting recurrence relation. The first several values are 0, 1, 1, 2,
3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, . . . The Fibonacci numbers lend themselves to an amazing
variety of mathematical identities, and are just fun to play with. They have the
following hard-to-guess but simple-to-derive closed form:

Fn =
1√
5

!!
1 +

√
5

2

"n

−
!

1 −
√

5
2

"n"

This closed form has certain important implications. Since (1 −
√

5)/2 is between
0 and 1, raising it to any power leaves a number in this range. Thus the first term,
φn where φ = (1 +

√
5)/2 is the driving quantity, and can be used to estimate Fn

to within plus or minus 1.
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Catalan Numbers

§ Defined by a recurrence form

§ Occur in a surprising number of problems in 
combinatorics

§ How many ways to build a balanced formula 
from n sets of left and right parentheses?

Catalan Numbers

The recurrence and associated closed form

Cn =
n−1!

k=0

CkCn−1−k =
1

n + 1
(2n

n)

defines the Catalan numbers, which occur in a surprising
number of problems in combinatorics. The first several terms
are 2, 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, . . . when C0 = 1.
How many ways are there to build a balanced formula from n
sets of left and right parentheses? For example, there are five
ways to do it for n = 3: ((())), ()(()), (())(), (()()), and ()()().
The leftmost parenthesis l matches some right parenthesis r,
which must partition the formula into two balanced pieces,
leading to the recurrence.

Catalan Numbers

The recurrence and associated closed form

Cn =
n−1!

k=0

CkCn−1−k =
1

n + 1
(2n

n)
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Eulerian Numbers

§ The Eulerian numbers       count the number 
of permutations of length n with exactly k 
ascending sequences of runs

§ , Why?

Eulerian Numbers

The Eulerian numbers ⟨n

k⟩ count the number of permutations
of length n with exactly k ascending sequences or runs. A re-
currence can be formulated by considering each permutation
p of 1, ..., n − 1. There are n places to insert element n, and
each either splits an existing run of p or occurs immediately
after the last element of an existing run, thus preserving the
run count. Thus ⟨n

k⟩ = k⟨n − 1

k ⟩ + (n − k + 1)⟨n − 1

k − 1⟩.

Eulerian Numbers

The Eulerian numbers ⟨n

k⟩ count the number of permutations
of length n with exactly k ascending sequences or runs. A re-
currence can be formulated by considering each permutation
p of 1, ..., n − 1. There are n places to insert element n, and
each either splits an existing run of p or occurs immediately
after the last element of an existing run, thus preserving the
run count. Thus ⟨n

k⟩ = k⟨n − 1

k ⟩ + (n − k + 1)⟨n − 1

k − 1⟩.
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Integer Partitions

§ An integer partition of n is an unordered set 
of positive integers which add up to n
• Seven partitions of 5 : (5), (4,1), (3,2), (3,1,1), (2,2,1), 

(2,1,1,1), (1,1,1,1,1)
• f(n,k) : the number of integer partitions of n with the

largest part at most k
• f(n,k) = f(n-k, k) + f(n,k-1), why?
• f(1,1) = 1
• f(n,k) = 0 where k > n
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How many pieces of land?
138 6. Combinatorics

6.6.2 How Many Pieces of Land?
PC/UVa IDs: 110602/10213, Popularity: B, Success rate: average Level: 2

You are given an elliptical-shaped land and you are asked to choose n arbitrary points
on its boundary. Then you connect each point with every other point using straight lines,
forming n(n − 1)/2 connections. What is the maximum number of pieces of land you
will get by choosing the points on the boundary carefully?

Dividing the land when n = 6.

Input
The first line of the input file contains one integer s (0 < s < 3, 500), which indicates
how many input instances there are. The next s lines describe s input instances, each
consisting of exactly one integer n (0 ≤ n < 231).

Output
For each input instance output the maximum possible number pieces of land defined
by n points, each printed on its own line.

Sample Input
4
1
2
3
4

Sample Output
1
2
4
8
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Steps
6.6. Problems 145

6.6.8 Steps
PC/UVa IDs: 110608/846, Popularity: A, Success rate: high Level: 2

Consider the process of stepping from integer x to integer y along integer points of
the straight line. The length of each step must be non-negative and can be one bigger
than, equal to, or one smaller than the length of the previous step.

What is the minimum number of steps in order to get from x to y? The length of
both the first and the last step must be 1.

Input
The input begins with a line containing n, the number of test cases. Each test case that
follows consists of a line with two integers: 0 ≤ x ≤ y < 231.

Output
For each test case, print a line giving the minimum number of steps to get from x to y.

Sample Input
3
45 48
45 49
45 50

Sample Output
3
3
4
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How Many Trees

Problem D 
How Many Trees? 

Input: standard input 
Output: standard output 
Time Limit: 100 seconds 
Memory Limit: 32 MB 

  

A binary search tree is a binary tree with root k such that any node v reachable from its 
left has label (v) <label (k) and any node w reachable from its right has label (v) > label 
(k). It is a search structure which can find a node with label x in O(n log n) average time, 
where n is the size of the tree (number of vertices).  

Given a number n, can you tell how many different binary search trees may be 
constructed with a set of numbers of size n such that each element of the set will be 
associated to the label of exactly one node in a binary search tree?  

Input and Output 
The input will contain a number 1 <= i <= 300 per line representing the number of 
elements of the set. You have to print a line in the output for each entry with the answer 
to the previous question.  

Sample Input 
1
2
3
  
Sample Output 
1
2
5
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